TWO    MAPS
proceeded to say that he* regarded it his 'bounden duety to
manifest a secret which hitherto hath been hid. That with
a small number of ships there may bee discovered divers
new lands and kingdomes in the which Henry VIII shall
winne perpetuall glory and infinite profited Mr. Thome's
magic word was cThe North1. Tor that the four parts of
the worlde it seemeth three parts are discovered by other
princes. For out of Spaine they have discovered all the
Indies and Seas Occidentall and out of Portingall all the
Indies and Seas Oriental!. So that now rest to be dis-
covered the sayd North parts which it seemeth because of the
situation of Henry's realme it was this excellent prince's
charge and duety to do. The cost therein will be nothing
in comparison with the greate profite. Shippes in Northern
Seas may passe and have in them perpetualle clerenesse of
the day without any darknesse of the night: which thing is
a great commoditie for the navigators. . . .* In case this
monarch was just then thinking of his Anne or Catherine,
Mr. Thorne rubbed this wisdom of his in twice and thrice,
exclaiming finally: fl thinke there is none so ignorant but
perceiveth this more plainely than it can be expressed'—a
very tactful way of telling a king what one thought of his
mental capacities.
According to Mr. Thorne, all one had to do to get to
Asia from England was cto passe two or three leagues before
the pole and as much more after the pole and thenceforth
the seas and lands would be as in these temperate partes—
a pleasure to the mariners'. He promised access through
this route to 'Tartaria, the lands of the Chinas and Cathaio
Orientallj to Malaca and all the Indies Oriental!, once over
the pole to the backside and south seas of the Indies Occi-
dentall and continuing their voyages through the Strait of
Magellan home again or right towards the Pole Antarcticke
and then between the Tropikes and the Equinoctiall with-
out doubt finding there the richest landes and Islands of
the Worlde of golde and precious stones., balmes, spices and
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